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Towing Trailer Suzy Coil 4 Camera Cable 

 

Model Number – DIN-T70 

 

Short Description 
 

This is a Trailer, Truck & Caravan 4 camera Towing kit with Suzy Coil designed for our AHD cameras and monitors. This 

flexible Suzy coil interface cable extend 0.5-4m.  It’s designed for an easy connect between the trailer and towing vehicle 

monitor. When selecting AHD (Analogue High Definition) monitors and cameras, ensure the DIN cables are AHD compliant. 

AHD has a thicker and shielded inner copper core specially designed for our camera systems and trailer coupling.   

 
Description 
Ideal for cars, buses, trucks, forklifts, agricultural vehicles, heavy machinery, tractors, trailers, caravans, semi-trailers, horse 
floats and so much more.  
 

1080P AHD is double the resolution of standard 600TVL reversing cameras.  High resolution AHD monitors and cameras 
demand higher quality connection cables.  These cables and couplings are waterproof. The 4 inner connecting pins power 
the cameras whilst video and audio it transmitted through the same lead.   
 
The DIN-T70 supports up to 4 cameras simultaneously. This is the cameras to monitor Suzy Cable coupling.   If 1-4 cameras 
are connected to the trailer, each camera will require an optional plug in DIN cable available from Hidden Camera 
Surveillance. DIN cable/s are available in various lengths from 5-20m.  If choosing this particular 4 camera coupling, 2 DIN 
cables per camera are required, assuming that each camera is fixed to the trailer or float etc.  
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This trailer camera Suzy coli connection kit is primarily designed to easy connect and disconnect the trailer and cameras 
from the towing vehicle and quad view monitor.   
 
If two cameras are fixed to the trailer, other than the pictured coupling above, 2 x DIN cables (you choose cable length) are 
required for each camera.  One Din cable to the camera trailer and the other DIN cable to the towing vehicle monitor.  
 
Wireless Camera Systems     
Our Wireless cameras and monitors don’t require DIN cables or a coupling interface which is another option to consider. 
However, each wireless camera must be connected to vehicle 12V power. Cabled CCTV mobile cameras of course are far 
less vulnerable to wireless transmission interference.  
 
Specifications 
Coiled Cable length 50cm 

4 x AHD 4 PIN Cable connectors 

Heavy Duty truck to trailer easy release waterproof connections 

 


